
Almost one in three IDP households in the northwest live in tents.(1) Of these 84 per 
cent report that their tent is over one year old; half live in tents that are over two 
years old.(2) Recent surveys of the affected community, camp coordinators and field 
humanitarian workers revealed that the winter period and weather-related hazards, 
such as heavy rainfall, heavy snowfall and flooding are a top shared concern.(3)

From January 18, winter storm weather started to affect IDP sites across 
north-west Syria, with 162 snowstorm incidents, 117 floods, 14 high-speed 
incidents and tangentially 68 fires largely caused by exposure to heating stoves.(4,5) 
At least 939 tents were completely destroyed rendering their occupants temporarily 
homeless during the storm, while 9,570 were partially damaged, directly affecting 
over 57,000 individuals.(6) In response humanitarians are providing critical 
services.(7) Affected people and camp coordinators raised concerned by the quality, 
quantity and provision of assistance.(8) This bulletin seeks to understand whether 
the aid being distributed, specifically the tents, is the type of aid that affected 
people want. 

While humanitarians have long raised concerns 
about worn or ‘stale’ tents failing to protect 
families from the elements(9), there are some tents 
that - even while brand new - leak when it rains, 
freeze in the winter and become overheated in the 
summer. Affected people have made note of these 
and called for humanitarians to provide 
alternatives. In the face of humanitarians’ failure 
to provide the type of aid needed (43 per cent of 
IDPS in camps are dissatisfied with the aid 
received)(10), affected people resort to three 
primary routes: (1) Selling aid at a lower rate than 
its true cash value to meet their prioritized needs, 
(2) exchanging aid for other preferred goods or (3) 
not using the aid in any way. 

The informal market valuation of the tents reflects 
the affected people’ preferences, with the curved 
tent exceeding $300, while the Jamalon tent sells 

for $200 and the Ship tent sells for $100. The annex captures affected people’ 
detailed review of tents as told the Humanitarian Field Officers.(11)

Camp coordinators noted that the Ship tent was a resource they could not 
recommend.(12)   

In the recent survey affected people were unhappy with all tents.(13) In general 
households living in tents struggle with three primary issues: 

• Two in three households raised concerns about the lack of space. Notably 6 per 
cent of households share a tent with another household;(14) 

• One in two households raised concerns about the lack of privacy.(15) “The lack of 
privacy in the camps leads to protection risks and is affecting the security and 
mental health of many;”(16) 

• Over two in five households raised concerns about the cold and damp 
conditions.(17)

However, the affected people who completed the Community Voices survey flagged 
the Ship tent as particularly problematic. They advised that it was too small inside, 
too hot in summer, too cold and wet in winter, too difficult to fix when damaged, 
lacking privacy materials or a door and too hard to divide into different spaces. They 
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 During the 
snowstorm, all my 
concern was not to let 
the tent fall on our heads. 
The ship tent turned from 
protection to risk”

Jamil Taha
Bermaya camp

Ateyah Farm Camp, Ateyah, Murin, Maaret Tamsrin - 
Idleb, Syria. Credit: OCHA
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added that it was not safe to cook there or have a heating source and finally, it was 
viewed as more likely to collapse.(18) Women raised unique protection concerns. 
Notably, they cannot change their clothes in the Ship tents due to the transparent 
material and heightened visibility.(19)   

Affected people and camp coordinators have directly called for humanitarians to 
stop providing the Ship tent. On 23 January 2022 the affected people of Jabal 
Hersh camp in Eastern Afrin) issued a joint call for humanitarians to no longer 
provide them Ship tents. They noted that several affected people who were badly 
affected during the snowstorm were living in Ship tents; in addition to not 
withstanding the storm they noted that the tents offer no protection from the cold 
in the winter or the heat in the summer. They requested that humanitarian 
organizations replace the tents with Jamaloon tents, as these were perceived as 
‘more suitable shelters.’ Affected people of nine camps in Raju area issued a 
statement on 1 February, refusing to receive the ship type tent from organizations, 
highlighting that this type of tent is unfit for living, with a high fire risk and 
inadequate resistance to weather conditions.

However, affected people and camp coordinators recommended the curved tent, 
the Jamaloon or Pyramid tent and a brick room with plastic sheet roofing. These 
were considered to be bigger, more sustainable, safer in harsh weather conditions, 
more dignified, affording more privacy and protection and having a higher ceiling.(20)  
When asked, affected people provided five key solutions for humanitarians to 

consider: 
1. Replace existing tents with higher 
quality tents, caravans or IKEA units
2. Build block houses
3. Pave the roads
4. Distribute fire extinguishers
5. Provide employment opportunities for 
the youth(21) 

Camp coordinators and field 
humanitarian workers echoed the first 
two recommendations, but also called on 
humanitarian leaders to:
1. Organize the camps
2. Distribute bread
3. Increase salary of educational staff
4. Provide job opportunities and 
small-income generating projects.(22)

All tents are bad, 
but the worst is the 
ship's tent, It is cold in 
winter, unsafe, and does 
not have any kind of 
privacy

Ibrahim Al-Husseini
Da’wa Khair Camp, 
Al-Ma’batli

Maaret Tamsrin  Idleb, Syria. Credit: OCHA

Maasaran camp, kafr Deryan, Dana - Idelb, Syria. 
Credit: OCHA
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Turning on heating 
in most tents is danger-
ous, but the most dan-
gerous in the ship tent.
I don't ask for much just 
the gable tent.

Ahmed Rostom
Mazraa camp

Curved tent Pyramid (jamaloon) tent Ship Tents

Impressions High quality tent High quality tent Poor quality tent

6*4 - 5*4 square meters 6*4 - 5*4 square meters 6*4 square meters

Internal s ize 6*4 - 5*4 square meters 6*4 - 5*4 square meters 4*4 square meters

Cover
Thick material that prevents leaks. Can
be made of cotton/canvas, polyester-
cotton, nylon, poly-cotton or PVC-coated.

Plastic ‘thick nylon’ that prevents leaks
Tarpaulin cover that allows leaks and
easily absorbs water (causing eventual
collapse).

Installation Steel Iron and chrome Flexible steel

Insulation

3 layers of thermal insulation (polyester,
tin and inner cotton), a fabric cover and a
plastic insulator make this tent durable
and weather resistant

2 layers of thermal insulation (polyester
and inner polyester and cotton), a fabric
cover, and a plastic insulator, which
makes it durable and weather resistant

Single layer of cotton polyester
permitting anyone to view the lit interior.
No additional insulation can be added to
the ‘walls’ of the ship tent.

High and wide, like a curved arc, to
prevent accumulation of water or snow.

Sturdy iron bars that withstand
windstorms

Tent door Sturdy frame Zipper within the fabric Two layers of tent fabric

Single fabric layer permitting anyone to
view the lit interior. Very poor for privacy
and a concern raised by women as part
of the Gender Analysis Report.
Roof perceived to be too low for comfort
or for safe use of a cooking stove or
heater.

Risky

In the event that the tarpaulins has
expired, the tent is exposed to water
leakage inside the tent from the roof and
the perimeter, making it damp until the
summer.

Humidity
Normal because of the three layers of 

the tent, especially the tin
Normal because of two layers of 

polyester

Structure
Top is at a 90-degree angle and made of 
aluminum to allow rain and snow to slope 

off

Single iron bar at center. Flat roof 
collects rainwater. Tent perceived to 

collapse easily during heavy rain, wind or 
snowstorms due to structure.

Pr ivacy and comfort
Some have an iron door that can be 

locked, which is perceived to give greater 
privacy to affected people

The height of the tent and its shape adds 
to the comfort of the affected people
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Annex 1: Table Capturing Affected People’s Impressions of Different Tents

In response to communities’ valid concerns about tents, the Humanitarian 
Liaison Group has agreed to shift towards dignified shelter and living 
conditions. This means an approach that adapts to the more complex, 
inter-sectoral challenges of protracted displacement while remaining 
within the parameters of humanitarian action . The Dignified and Safer 
Living Conditions approach will enable the provision of safe, adequate and 
secure shelters, greater levels of physical access, and linkages with key 
sectors including WASH and livelihoods and other services. This will 
contribute significantly to better living conditions for vulnerable people in 
North West Syria.
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Curved tent Pyramid (jamaloon) tent Ship Tents

Affected people perceive a high risk due
to the structure of one bar in the middle
of the tent, the lack of durability of the
structure, and due to the flexible steel
bars.

The shape of the roof allows rain and
snow to collect.

The risk of complete collapse
immediately when fires break out due to
the flammable tarpaulin and the low roof
of the tent. 

Affected people perceive only a slight
percentage, because the tent has a tin
layer, good ventilation, and the presence
of special openings for heating pipes.

Affected people perceive a mitigated risk
because the structure of the tent does
not allow burning completely during the
first moments of the fire, which means
high survival rate.

Affected people perceive a very high risk
due to the use of flammable tarpaulin
around the tent cover.

The sturdy structure allows the heating
pipes to be attached to the roof and
perimeter bars.

The sturdy structure allows the heating
pipes to be attached to the roof and
perimeter bars.

There are no openings for heating pipes,
which forces families to make openings
that are not safe and not surrounded by
materials that prevent combustion.
The structure does not allow heating
pipes to be attached to the structure of
the tent, which leaves the pipes not
attached, and with any storm, the risk of
fire increases. 

Longevity 4-5 years 2-3 years 1 year

Some families live in these tents for
more than 4 years without any problems

Some families live in these tents for
more than two years without basic
problems

Most tents become worn out by the end
of winter.

See the list of socially acceptable
options, ranging from most to least
desired.
Return home (Ideal option)
Live in a house
Housing units within camps
IKEA tents
Curved/Arch tents
Pyramid or jamaloon tents

Ship tent (Totally unacceptable)

Perceived r isk  of  
combustion and 
ignition hazard

Social acceptance

Perceived likelihood 
of  collapse

Affected people perceive a slight 
percentage of risk, because of the 

arched roof and the durability of the 
internal bars.

Affected people perceive varying levels 
of risk and danger, which increase due to 

weather changes, especially snow, or 
fire. 
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